Diagnostic Reagents
for the Determination of

ANTISTREPTOLYSIN TITERS

_Bacto-Streptolysin 0 Reagent_ is a standardized reagent recommended as an aid in the diagnosis of Rheumatic Fever, Glomerulonephritis and other diseases associated with Group A streptococcal infections.

SENSITIVITY TESTS

The significance of determining bacterial sensitivity is accentuated by the discovery of increasing numbers of antibiotics, sulfonamides, and other chemo-therapeutic agents and the development of resistant organisms to one or more of these compounds. Sensitivity or resistance is easily determined with _Bacto-Sensitivity Disks._

HETEROPHILE ANTIBODIES

The differential diagnosis of Infectious Mononucleosis requires the use of standardized heterophile reagents:

- Bacto-Guinea Pig Kidney Antigen, Desiccated and Suspension
- Bacto-Beef Cell Antigen, Desiccated and Suspension

BLOOD COAGULATION

Prothrombin determinations require accurately prepared interstandardized reagents:

- Bacto-Thromboplastin
- Bacto-Prothrombin 2 Stage Reagent
- Bacto-Prothrombin Free Beef Plasma
- Bacto-Prothrombin Free Rabbit Plasma
- Bacto-AC Globulin
- Bacto-Sodium Chloride 0.85 Per Cent
- Bacto-Sodium Oxalate Solution 0.1 Molar
- Bacto-Calcium Chloride Solution 0.02 Molar

LIVER DISEASE

Differential diagnosis of hepatic disturbances is aided by standardized reagents:

- Bacto-Cephalin Cholesterol Antigen
- Bacto-Thymol Turbidity Reagent
- Bacto-Kingsbury Turbidity Standards
- Bacto-Thromboplastin and other Prothrombin Reagents

RENNAL FUNCTION

_Phenolsulfonphthalein Ampules, Difco_ is a carefully prepared injectable recommended for use in determining renal excretion rate.

HEMAGGLUTINATION
OF RED BLOOD CELLS

Accurately determined by the use of:

- Bacto-Trypsin 1% for Hemagglutination
- Bacto-Hemagglutination Buffer
- Trypsin, Difco, 1:250
- Bacto-Bovine Albumin 30%
- Bacto-Phytohemagglutinin

DIFCO LABORATORIES
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file any or all of these

1" MICROSLIDES or
2" MICROSLIDES or
3 1/4 x 4 1/4 LANTERN SLIDES or
COLOR TRANSPARENCIES
INDEX CARDS
PARAFFIN BLOCKS

in easy-to-file, easy-to-find, space-sparing, safe organization and, above all, economically
in a

**TECHNICON**

**Lab-aid**

laboratory filing cabinet

1. patented "Lab-aid" spring separators let you rifflle slides like book pages - the one you're seeking pops right into sight.
2. a stack of "Lab-aid" cabinets needs only 19" x 19" floor space.
3. steel fireproof construction and true-tracking design brings drawers straight out - slides don't crush against frame. Nor can drawers pull out accidently and crash on floor.
4. a single 14 drawer section will accommodate up to 6500 microslides.

Technicon LAB-AID is more than a simple cabinet . . . it is an integrated filing system which brings order and efficiency to every laboratory filing need. Write today for detailed information.

The **Technicon** Company
CHAUNCEY, NEW YORK

"Lab-aid" Cabinets are manufactured by our French Corporation
COMPAGNIE TECHNICON  •  7 rue Georges Villa  •  Paris
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The Clinical Significance of Erythrocyte Cholinesterase Titers. I. A Method Suitable for Routine Clinical Use, and the Distribution of Normal Values, by Jean Captain Sabine.

Immunologic Studies of Hemoglobin. III. Fetal Hemoglobin Changes in the Circulation of Pregnant Women, by Donald L. Ruecknagel and Amos I. Chernoff.

Evidence that Platelet Accelerator (Platelet Factor 1) Is Absorbed Plasma Proaccelererin, by Peter Hjort, Samuel Rapaport and Paul Owren.

The Rare Blood Factor rh(*) or E*, by Leon N. Sussman.
and Theragran gives therapeutic results

THERAGRAN
THERAPEUTIC FORMULA VITAMIN CAPSULES SQUIBB

Each Theragran Capsule supplies:

- Vitamin A .... 25,000 U.S.P. Units (synthetic)
- Vitamin D .... 1,000 U.S.P. Units
- Thiamine Mononitrate... 10 mg.
- Riboflavin ............... 10 mg.
- Niacinamide ................ 150 mg.
- Ascorbic Acid .............. 150 mg.

1 or more capsules daily bottles of 30, 100 and 1000.
NEW IDEAL SHOCK UNIT

PRE- AND POST-SURGERY, BURNS, HEMORRHAGE, INFECTION, TRAUMA

ALBUMIN-5%
IN SALINE
250 cc.

CONTAINS NEEDED LIQUID
for full osmotic effect

A NATURAL, NORMAL PLASMA VOLUME EXPANDER
(not a synthetic substitute)

NO HEPATITIS RISK
heated at 60°C for 10 hours

READY FOR IMMEDIATE USE
no grouping or typing — no reconstitution

5 YEAR DATING

Normal Serum Albumin (Human) 5% Solution in Saline - 250 cc. with administration set
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When the patient needs PLATELETS

A high yield of intact platelets by fresh whole blood transfusion from a Fenwal Plastic Platelet-Pack... or, for smaller volume, platelet-bearing plasma... and for pediatric needs, platelet concentrate.1

Gravity collection, treated donor needle, hemo-repellent plastic surfaces, elimination of foaming, EDTA anticoagulant... all contribute to maximum collection of viable platelets. Infusion through a hemo-repellent platelet administration set and one of 5 sizes of treated needles insures maximum platelet yield in the patient.

This plastic equipment is nominal in cost... ready-to-use... disposable... convenient... safer for the patient... good to have on hand when emergency strikes.

Write for technical manual and prices.

FENWAL LABORATORIES, INC.
47 MELLEN STREET, FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS


Fenwal PLASTIC PLATELET-PACK
and ancillary equipment

Infusion of Platelet Concentrate
conclusive

Ortho

anti-A and anti-B blood grouping sera

potent • accurate
stable • uniform

Complete information on request.

Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation
Raritan, New Jersey
The most remarkable piece of work in atlases of hematology that has ever been done

Atlas of Clinical Hematology and Cytology

In 2 volumes  •  With complete text and legends in English, as well as German, French and Spanish.

THE COLOR PLATES

One-half of the atlas illustrates:
- peripheral blood and bone marrow:
- the cellular elements of the blood (in 26 plates);
- the blood cells in various diseases (109 plates).

The second half illustrates:
- punctures of spleen and lymph nodes (32 plates);
- the cytology of liver punctures (7 plates); and
- punctures of other organs (5 plates);
- cytology of tumor punctures (21 plates);
- cytology of gastric juice, sputum, ascitic and pleural fluid (18 plates);
- vaginal smear cytology (19 plates) by W. H. Langreder, M.D.;
- parasites, agents causing tropical diseases, and worm eggs (24 plates) by W. Mohr, M.D.

A work you will want to own yourself

Atlas volume: 261 full-color plates
Text volume: 411 pages, 10 illustrations (English, German, French, and Spanish)
Format: 7½ x 10½".
Price of set, $46.50

This is a publication of Springer-Verlag, Germany. Available in the United States through Springer Publishing Company, New York.

SPRINGER PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
44 East 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

Please send copy of Heilmeyer and Begemann: ATLAS OF CLINICAL HEMATOLOGY AND CYTOLOGY, 2 volumes $46.50

☐ Payment enclosed (no shipping charges) ☐ Bill me
(Add 3% city sales tax in New York City only)

Name:
Hospital or Medical School:
Address:       BLO 10-55

With 261 color plates

This is a new atlas—new in every one of its plates, new in contents and purpose. You will find it the most comprehensive and useful work of its kind for the clinical laboratory; ideal also for teaching, because it includes a broad sampling of the morphologic variations of cells.

All illustrations are from colored drawings. The printed plates are perfect—as true, alive, and beautiful as scientific observation, medical art, and technical skill can make them. "Objectively" the result is far superior to what has been achieved by reproducing color photographs. The drawings also express the "subjective" three-dimensional effect of a specimen that you create yourself by changing the focus of the microscope. Black and white presentation was excluded since staining of cells rather than their structure is decisive in nearly all conditions the Atlas depicts.

The Text volume presents puncture and staining techniques employed and the methods of examination of worm eggs and amebae. This introduction is followed by a plate-by-plate discussion of the Atlas volume.
TWO NEW BOOKS
FOR PRACTITIONER
AND TECHNOLOGIST . . .

Diagnostic Laboratory Hematology

George E. Cartwright, M.D., Associate Professor
of Medicine, College of Medicine, University of Utah

This manual presents in concise form the essential details for the performance and critical evaluation of those common procedures used daily in laboratory and office. Dr. Cartwright has chosen a single method for each determination based on simplicity, accuracy, reliability, time of performance, and cost and availability of equipment. This is not only a well organized practical book for your own use, but it is excellent for recommending to your technician. (200 pp., 27 illus., $3.00)

The Coagulation of Blood

edited by Leandro M. Tocantins, M.D.

This book is an up-to-date selection of methods of blood study, prepared with the help and under the sponsorship of the Panel on Blood Coagulation of the Committee on Medicine and Surgery of the National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council. It was specifically planned as a book to which investigators and technicians could refer for practical general guidance. The contributors are outstanding workers in the field of blood coagulation, including Benjamin Alexander, K. M. Brinkhouse, R. T. Carroll, E. P. Cronkite, J. B. Graham, R. R. Holburn, Louis B. Jaques, Frederic J. Johnson, R. D. Langdell, E. C. Loomis, Robert L. MacMillan, Frank D. Mann, J. H. Milstone, W. H. Seegers, and Leandro M. Tocantins. (300 pp., 17 illus., $5.75)

ORDER NOW—ON APPROVAL

Please send me, on approval:

☐ Cartwright ($3.00)
☐ check enclosed

☐ Tocantins ($5.75)
☐ charge my account

Name______________________

Address______________________

GRUNE & STRATTON, INC. 381 Fourth Avenue New York 16, N. Y.
DADE HUMAN BLOOD SERUMS

Precision control assures absolute uniformity in every batch of DADE SERUMS*—the same high potency and fast, accurate reactions. You'll find that this consistency contributes substantially to speed and economy in your blood typing procedures. You'll find added convenience, too, in the completeness of the DADE line.

Still another reason for using DADE sera—the convenience of the exclusive "Serum Saver" vial. It speeds typing and saves serum.

*DADE SERUMS ARE PRODUCED BY DADE REAGENTS, INC., UNDER U.S. LICENSE NO. 179

Get the last drop from the exclusive "Serum Saver" vial. Notice how serum is transferred to vial depression from which it is easily withdrawn. Vial is triangular shape to resist tipping. Thumb ridge at back prevents tipping.
useful in treating all megaloblastic

In the macrocytic anemias of pregnancy, infancy, sprue, and nutritional deficiency, Folic Acid is the primary therapeutic agent. Pernicious anemia patients, too, may benefit from Folic Acid; it may be lacking even though they receive adequate amounts of vitamin B₁₂.

Because it is a factor in the formation of all body cells, Folic Acid is essential to proper daily nutrition. Like other vitamins, it may be notably absent from some diets.

When you prescribe a vitamin preparation for the anemic or vitamin-deficient patient, choose one with a complete formula—one containing Folic Acid. Most leading pharmaceutical manufacturers include this important ingredient in their multivitamin products. This message is presented in their behalf.
anemias

Acid
The Newest in Specialized Medicine: Four journals from Grune & Stratton which will keep you up-to-date on the latest important developments in clinic and laboratory...

**CLINICAL RESEARCH PROCEEDINGS**—Official Publication of The American Federation for Clinical Research

David T. Graham, M.D., Editor

Published 4 times a year; 1 volume of 250 pages per year. Subscription, $6.00; foreign, $7.00.

**CIRCULATION**—Official Journal of the American Heart Association

Thomas M. McMillan, M.D., Editor

Published monthly; 2 volumes totaling 1920 pages per year. Annual subscription, $13.00; foreign, $14.50. Combination subscription with CIRCULATION RESEARCH, $19.00; foreign, $22.50.

**METABOLISM**—Clinical and Experimental

Samuel Siskin, M.D., Editor

Published bimonthly; 1 volume of 575 pages per year. Subscription, $9.00; foreign, $10.50.

**CIRCULATION RESEARCH**—Official Journal of the American Heart Association

Carl J. Wiggers, M.D., Sc.D., Editor

Published bimonthly; 1 volume of 600 pages per year. Subscription, $7.50; foreign, $9.00. Combination subscription with CIRCULATION, $19.00; foreign, $22.50.

The Grune & Stratton Journal Department will be happy to process your order for any of these journals.
A type for every requirement
... a style for every preference

KIMBLE PIPETTES

A type for every requirement
... a style for every preference

KIMBLE PIPETTES

Pipettes for any use you may require are available in the comprehensive Kimble Pipette line.

For example: Kimble Pipette No. 37035A has a constriction which prevents the cotton plug from slipping down into the main body. The constriction in no way weakens the tube; nor does it alter flow characteristics.

Kimble Pipettes Nos. 37022 and 37039, have long, slender delivery stems which make them easy to insert and manipulate in apparatus with narrow openings. They are ideal for delivery of, or removing, fluids from small volumetric flasks, Warburg flasks, absorption cells and micro-centrifuge tubes.

Kimble Pipette No. 37035B is the new pipette that ends the clouding of glass and erosion of the "filler" from the graduation lines. The colored material used to fill the graduation lines and numbers gives a sharp reading contrast, and is as resistant to chemical attack as the glass itself.

There is a Kimble glassware item for every laboratory requirement. Ask your laboratory supply dealer or write Kimble Glass Company, subsidiary of Owens-Illinois, Toledo 1, Ohio.
In P.A. and other macrocytic anemias...

'Betalin 12 Crystalline'

(VITAMIN B12 CRYSTALLINE, LILLY)

produces the desired hematopoiesis
prevents progression of cord lesions

When administered parenterally in adequate doses, 'Betalin 12 Crystalline' will produce a satisfactory clinical and hematological response and prevent the progression of cord lesions of pernicious anemia. Patients sensitive to liver extracts may receive 'Betalin 12 Crystalline' without fear of reaction.

May we send literature?

Available in 1-cc. Color-Break* ampoules, 15 mcg. per cc.; in 10-cc. rubber-stoppered ampoules, 30 mcg. per cc. or 100 mcg. per cc.; and in 5-cc. rubber-stoppered ampoules, 1,000 mcg. per cc.

*Color-Break (trade-mark of the Kimble Glass Company) ampoules break off easily without filing.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY • INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA, U.S.A.